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Basic tests for Probation Officers

Maintenance Tests

Sexual History Tests

Specific Incident Tests

Sexual Thoughts and Fantasies Tests
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Ideally Therapists, POs and Examiners should talk…

... about any issues or concerns related to the polygraph tests before the tests. 
Examiners should spend a good amount of time collecting information because 
people are most likely to disclose just prior to the test.
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Treatment Triad

Probation OfficerExaminer

Tx Provider
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Stable (2007) Risk Items

● Significant Social Influences
● Capacity for Relationship 

Stability
● Emotional ID with Children
● Hostility toward Women
● General Social Rejection
● Lack of Concern for Others
● Impulsive Acts

● Deviant Sexual Preference
● Cooperation with Supervision
● Poor Problem-Solving Skills
● Negative Emotionality
● Sex Drive/ Sexual 

Preoccupation
● Sex as Coping
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Possible Targets from the Stable (2007)

● Significant Social Influences
● Emotional ID with Children
● Impulsive Acts

● Deviant Sexual Preference
● Cooperation with Supervision
● Negative Emotionality
● Sex Drive/ Sexual 

Preoccupation
● Sex as Coping
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Possible Relevant Questions
● Since your last test (SYLT) have you been around any minors for more than 

three seconds?
● SYLT have you looked at child porn?
● Since your last test have you gone to areas where children were present?
● Other than what you told me  (OTWYTM) have you broken any rules of 

probation?
● SYLT are you looking at adult porn more than you’ve said?
● Have you exposed yourself in public?
● Have you been in a bathroom alone with a child?
● Sex partners?
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● Many items can be part of the questionnaire, but may not be “test questions”
● Some examiners have tied “other factors” into the comparison questions
● Sometimes the questions are reoffense specific
● Sometimes they are possible precursor activities

8
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Acute (2007) Risk Items

● Victim Access
● Hostility
● Sexual Preoccupation
● Rejection of Supervision
● Emotional Collapse
● Change in Social Supports
● Substance Abuse
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Possible Targets from the Acute (2007)

● Victim Access
● Fighting, arguing
● Sexual Preoccupation
● Rejection of Supervision
● Emotional Collapse
● Change in Social Supports
● Substance Abuse
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Possible Relevant Questions

● Have you had any contact with your victim?
● Are you masturbating more than you have said?
● OTWYTM, Have you broken the rules of your probation?
● Have you used drugs or alcohol more than you’ve said?

Ideally questions are tailored to the test subject based on his history and any 
inputs from the POs or treatment staff
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Concern Map –
Sex offending 
people on a 
continuum

More Deviant

Less Deviant

More Rule 
breaking

Less Rule 
breaking

More Compulsive

Less 
Compulsive
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Test Targets

More Compulsive: viewing, collecting, or 
arranging opportunities to reoffend, exposing, 
voyeuring, fetishism, other paraphilias

More Deviant: Activity persists soon after 
release from jail/prison, e.g. reaching out to 
victim, (looking at child porn, communicating 
with / being around minors, other paraphilias, 
e.g. voyeurism, exhibitionism)

● More criminal: breaking rules and failure to 
comply in small and large ways, secretive, 
deceptive, avoiding responsibility
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Maintenance Testing - typically every 6-12 months

Designed to measure/encourage compliance with probation, treatment and any 
buildup or reoffense issues

An interview covering a wide range of topics or issues

Living circumstances, alcohol, drug use, around minors, weapons, curfew, etc.

Interview quality is key. Many opportunities here to find out if what they are telling 
you matches or if they are putting up a front. 

A few specific “relevant” “high value” are tested issues ; the rest can be folded into 
comparison questions 
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Examples of Maintenance Questionaires

Tends to be one size fits all

Probation officers and treatment providers can help direct the focus of test to relevant 
issues for a particular client

The thoughtful examiner will tailor to the individual

Look for signs of sliding into bad habits

Admissions which are not “tested” should not be relied upon

Reoffense specific questions may not be the best relevance, broader inclusive leading 
up questions might be better
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Deterrence 

Knowing they will be tested can be a deterrence as well as promote healthy habits

Executive function (life management) is a key factor therapists are working 
toward, trying to promote

16
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Feedback from Clients

● In our practice, over many years clients have told us they would not have 
been open were it not for taking polygraphs

● They know they’ll be held accountable which makes them act more 
responsibly

● They feel good when they pass and show they’ve been following the rules 
and meeting expectations. (prosocial behavior)
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Some research basis for Sexual History Test
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Static-99R items – historical items

● Age at Release
● Ever Lived With Lover ≥ 2y
● Index Non-Sex Violence Convictions
● Prior Non-Sex Violence Convictions
● Prior Sex Offenses
● Prior Sentencing Dates
● Any Convictions for non-contact sex offenses
● Any Unrelated Victims
● Any Stranger Victims
● Any Male Victims
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Reordered by type

● (N)Ever Lived With Lover ≥ 2y
● Prior Sex Offenses
● Any Convictions for non-contact sex 

offenses
● Any Unrelated Victims
● Any Male Victims

● Index Non-Sex Violence Convictions
● Prior Non-Sex Violence Convictions
● Prior Sentencing Dates
● Any Stranger Victims

Deviant Antisocial

20
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Sexual History Testing

Main question is “is there something big out there we don’t know about?”

Usually just reveals “more of the same”

Tells us people only tell us as much as they need to

On this test we are not looking for prosecutable information only approximate ages 
of offender and victims, and what was going on. 

Just like most people don't get a DUI the first time they drive drunk, many people 
who have committed sex offenses have prior unreported offenses

21

Timing of Sexual History testing

Usually as the second or third test in treatment, i.e. people want to know if the 
person doing risky behaviors soon after release (maintenance testing), but then if 
not move onto “what else have they done in the past”

This is based in part on research showing that if there is one paraphilia, there are 
also others, and we want to include that in treatment and we want the person to 
open up

The questionnaires for this are often very broad, and cover the person’s entire life, 
including any abuse or even “normal sexual experience” they have experienced.
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Specific Incident Testing -

Specific Incident Testing is more accurate than the broader “screening testing” 
used for maintenance or sexual history testing.

Polygraph community has hard evidence that specific incident test is more 
accurate (mostly because it’s hard to prove “ground truth” on a screening test). 

Rather than divide the test questions among various issues, a specific incident 
test uses all nine relevant questions to address a single issue, 

Again this is used when someone is denying something significant, i.e. “I didn’t do 
it” vs some lesser included version of the crime, e.g. “I touched her but it was 
unintentional” or  “I did it but I was drunk/high.”
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Some basics about polygraph

What does a test look like?

24
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Mythbusters video
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Mythbusters Part 2
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History of lie detection

Various types of measures of physiological reactions - dryness of mouth, breathing 
rates and volumes:

A general review: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23744006.2015.1060080

People who contributed to lie detection science: 

Vittorio Benussi (1914) - respiratory changes

William M. Marston (1915) - discontinuous measure of BP changes

Frye Decision (1923) - Supreme Court found it not generally accepted in the scientific 
community and therefore not admissible.
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A Brief Polygraph History (cont’d)

John A. Larson - physiologist and Sacramento police officer - multiple channels

Leonarde Keeler - improved chart recording, added galvanic skin response (now 
called EDA - electrodermal activity). Developed a portable machine. This is what 
most people recognized as “modern polygraph.” 

John Reid - developed the Comparison Question Technique

Later developments (1990s)computerized the polygraph allowing for digital 
analysis.

28
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Criticisms

● David T. Lykken - critical of the Comparison Question Technique

● Critics prefer - Concealed Information Test (main method in Japan)

● Not accurate enough

● The judge or jury decide guilt
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Polygraph (and Pupillometry) - what is the basis 
of the physiology being measured?

Autonomic Nervous System – automatic system to control internal equilibrium, 
composed of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous branches which work 
in concert and balance each other. Arousal (increased activity) is balanced by the 
parasympathetic (slow activity) to restore balance. (Sort of one foot on the 
accelerator and one on the brake.)

30

31 32
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What is being measured Psychologically?

Fear reactions – fight, flight, play dead (survival)

Orienting Response – Pavlov – “what’s that?” & habituation (“not significant”)

Mental Effort – more mental work to lie (access the prefrontal cortex) than to tell 
the truth (access memory).
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Main Uses of Polygraph

● Criminal investigations
● Pre-employment screening especially law enforcement, security agencies

○ 70,000 test a year in the United States
● Sex offender testing

● Other Civil disputes, fidelity testing, pretrial negotiations
● The needs, uses and priorities of different groups are sometimes in conflict
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Maintenance Testing in Britain since 2014 holds promise

● Its use has been expanded and results will be assessed scientifically
● The really BIG question is do offenders on probation who are polygraphed 

reoffend less? We await the answers. 
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Comparison Techniques vs 
Guilty Knowledge Test / Concealed Information Test

Critics prefer the GKT - since it is thought to favor the innocent

Comparison Techniques have been criticized for being unfair to the innocent, 
basically how do you know the comparison questions will work as intended?

36
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Admissibility in Court

1923 Frye Standard - “general acceptance in the scientific community”

1993 Daubert Standard - accuracy and error rates 
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National Academy of Sciences 2003
The Polygraph and Lie Detection

● Link to full report: https://nap.nationalacademies.org/download/10420
● Main conclusion: Notwithstanding the limitations of the quality of

the empirical research and the limited ability to generalize to real-
world settings, we conclude that in populations of examinees such
as those represented in the polygraph research literature, untrained
in countermeasures, specific-incident polygraph tests can discrimi-
nate lying from truth telling at rates well above chance, though well
below perfection. 
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NSF Conclusion Cont’d

● Because the studies of acceptable quality all focus on specific incidents, 
generalization from them to uses for screening is not justified. Because actual 
screening applications involve considerably more ambiguity for the examinee and in 
determining truth than arises in specific-incident studies, polygraph
accuracy for screening purposes is almost certainly lower than what
can be achieved by specific-incident polygraph tests in the field.
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Every Test has Four Possible Outcomes

● Is the person being truthful?
● We are always balancing error rates which are present in any test.
● We change the test to fit our priorities.

Telling the Truth Lying

Truthful TP FP (type II)

Deceptive FN (type I) TN

40

https://nap.nationalacademies.org/download/10420
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Types of Testing

● Screening tests (e.g. airport security) – higher false positives are preferred
● Diagnostic tests (e.g. biopsy) – want to make sure it’s cancer or not
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The parts of the comparison polygraph test

All parts are designed to increase concern in the guilty and reduce concern in the 
innocent

Introduction of examiner

Overview of test process 

Requirements of test subject

Test subject health and suitability

Explanation of procedures
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Comparison Test Format (cont’d)

Interview of issue for the test

Test question formulation

Introduction of the comparison questions

Introduction of the neutral questions

Introduction of other questions

43

Comparison Testing (cont’d)

Acquaintance Test

Recording of test charts

Scoring

Post test debrief and interview, seeking new admissions, explanations

Comparison Question format is based on emulating the way polygraph testing has 
been done and to take advantage of procedures used for standardization in 
research.

44
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Comparision Testing Scoring

● A tug of war between the relevant and comparison questions
● It’s assumed that the test subject will be more drawn to the “strongest” 

question – in the past, fight or flight, but now more Orienting response, or 
Lying is more Mental work. 

● The number of “askings” on a test affects the reliability of the results
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Galton Board –
showing the 
random condition

46

Galton Board when 
tilted – shows one set
of questions has a 
stronger response
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Polygraph accuracy

Meta-Analysis

Paired Testing

Repeated Independent Testing
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• The previous table comes from: Handler, M. et al. (2011). Meta-

Analytic Survey of Criterion Accuracy of Validated Polygraph 
Techniques. Polygraph 40(4).
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Cut Scores and Estimated Accuracy

● Example of cut score
table

52
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How Accurate?

Under promise, over deliver – on accuracy

Polygraph examiners have been guilty of overpromising and under delivering

EyeDetect (pupillometry) takes the examiner out of the equation mostly with 
administration and scoring.
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Polygraph testing doesn’t test intentions

… because a person’s intent is subjective and can change over time. 

Polygraph tests specific verifiable/ knowable actions on the part of the actor/ test 
subject.
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Bayes Theorem

● A Presbyterian clergyman, Thomas Bayes, philosopher and statistician (1701-
1761)

● A priori knowledge of the frequency in the sample can affect the probability of 
false positives, especially a concern.
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● EyeDetect Test Station
● Also comes with polygraph 
Attachments (EyeDetect+)

56
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EyeDetect (pupillometry)

● Similar to polygraph in that it measures the autonomic nervous system 
responses, just in different ways.

● Polygraph: breathing, sweating, diastolic blood pressure
● EyeDetect: pupil dilation, reading speed and eye movements (up/down, side 

to side) - less susceptible to conscious control – measurements are very fast
● Can test multiple issues more easily
● Any language possible
● Strength is as a screening test – used in Minnesota – many persons can be 

screened quickly, “cheaply” and easily.
● Can do specific incident testing as well.
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Maintenance Testing

● Successful implementation in Minnesota by probation and Civil Commitment
● Connecticut?
● Federal government agencies have tested it
● Maintenance testing of multiple issues. 
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Physio Tracker  (EyeDetect+)
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Similar Question Strategy to Polygraph

● More askings of the questions
● Similar accuracy
● Fewer health suitability issues
● Questions can be in any language
● Does not require a presenter or examiner for scoring
● Excellent for screening a large number of people
● Company support will customize tests for you

60
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Set up and training is minimal

● Adaptable to many settings
● Less chance of coercion
● Little/no examiner bias
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Wide Use

● 70,000 a year in the US
● Used in Canada, Japan, Israel, India (legal if defendant requests one), 
● England – Offender Management Act – 2007 – monitoring serious sex 

offenders
● Belgium – police investigations
● Lithuania – “event knowledge test” used in investigations
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Question Types

● Neutrals: N1, N2, N3

● Comparisons: C1, C2, C3

● Relevants: R1, R2, R3

● Others: Sacrifice Relevant
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Test Formats: order of questions

● Examples only: there are many formats

● Single Issue: SR, N1, C1, R1, N2,  C2, R2, N3, C3, R3

● Multi-Issue: N, SR, C1, R1, R2, C2, R3, R4

64
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Pupillometry - EyeDetect

● Pupil dilation
● Reading and answering statements True or False
● Score speed and other eye movements during reading

● From the EyeDetect website: Your brain has to work harder when you lie. The 
greater the consequences of the lie, the greater the work load (cognitive 
load). This affects the eyes, whether you know it or not. EyeDetect measures 
changes in pupil diameter, eye movement, blinks, fixations and other things.
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Benefits over Polygraph

● Same accuracy
● Quicker and easier to administer.
● No examiner
● Administer a test in any language, even if the person can’t read
● Multiple issues in a single test
● Few physical limitations
● Excellent screening test
● Real time test monitoring 
● Less “intrusive” (no attachments)
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Negatives compared to Polygraph

● Polygraph is easier to change up test questions ”on the go”
● Per test charges may be a consideration
● General acceptance? Polygraph has been around longer.
● The machine has to be able to “read the eyes”
● Scoring algorithm is proprietary
● Polygraph examiners are “afraid of it”
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EPPA

• Employee Polygraph Protection act of 1988

• Would not allow pre-employment screening by private firms 
except security / armed guard or pharmaceutical. All government 

agencies were exempted.
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The Bell Curve (Normal Distribution)

● Video of Galton Board: https://youtu.be/EvHiee7gs9Y

69 70

71

Inconclusive Results

• Unavoidable

• Protects the test subject
• no one should brag they “never have reported an inconclusive”

72
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Polygraph vs Drug Testing

● Drug screening is cheaper
● ...more accurate
● ...tests for actual drugs or their metabolites
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